A Full Pattern
As the global economy shelters in place, central bankers are acting like air traffic controllers
trying to land a veritable fleet of airplanes, each one representing some aspect of the life we
knew only two months ago. From crushing corporate and personal debt, unemployment that
might stay in the double digits through all of next year, and fiscal stimulus programs that
look big on paper, but aren’t getting to the right places. We have a landing pattern that is all
filled up.

Looking for a Safe Landing

Markets
Another week, and we continue to look for clarity, but are stuck with the idea of where we
even begin. Bulls are tough to find, through Warren Buffet said over the weekend that it’s
never worked out to bet against American resiliency. That said, he has sold all his long-held
position in the airline sector, which has some spooked. The Oracle went against his own fair
warning about investing in the volatile and levered industry. Years ago, he famously said,
‘investors would have been saved billions in losses had someone shot down the Wright
brothers plane’.

Wilbur and Orville

One thing that has us concerned about the markets, and also thinking hard about the
ramifications, was again reinforced this week when both Buffett and Mohamed El-Erian
commented that when the Fed stepped in and began buying the debt in the junk bond
market, it also propped up companies that otherwise should be left to go under.

Blown Out

Buffett himself said he worried about the ‘extreme consequences’ of the central banks moves
to prop up certain corporate credits. El-Erian pointed out, and we think very accurately, that
what we could be left with after all is said and done is ‘zombie companies’. One that didn’t
make it through was the struggling J.Crew, and the next threat of a BK is embattled car
rental firm, Hertz. If it happens the value of used cars will likely correct even further.

Another Bad Omen

The Economy
Let’s start with the obvious, there are no good charts out there right now. Nearly every
single one we look at has either fallen off the side of the table or spiked like never before.
On Friday, we will get another look at what the focal point for the economic contraction has
been, employment. Consensus has 22 million more Americans losing their jobs and a spike
in unemployment to 16%, a rate higher than the Great Depression
Unprecedented

But enough of the gloom, several major firms on Wall Street including Morgan Stanley and
Goldman Sachs are saying economic activity has bottomed, and while GDP might contract a
hearty 20% in the first quarter, the rebound into the latter half of the year will be robust. If
that is the case, and the Fed keeps its foot fully on the gas, despite the headlines, what isn’t
to say that the worst might be over? Bloomberg has a real time tracker that provides
granularity as to what is getting better, and what is worse.

Too soon?

Earnings
Earnings for Q1 continue to roll in, and so far, so good for mega-cap technology. Google,
Facebook, and to a slightly lesser extent Apple and Amazon, all posted numbers Wall Street
embraced. When you pull back and look at earnings in aggregate, the picture is more
balanced than one might think given the torrent of bad news. While it might be too early
again to signal the all clear, assuming some return to some modest normalcy this summer,
Q2 will probably mark the bottom and stocks tend to go up when bad news is getting better,
even if it’s at the margin.

Painful Contraction

That’s it, for the top-down and bottom-up this week. A big reason we have been writing
shorter commentaries of late is that we, like everyone else, are trying to decipher an absolute
avalanche of data and opinion and are in the early innings of a long ball game. Much like Mr.
Buffett, what we know for sure is that America and the world will be open again for business
at some point. When it does, the sigh of relief will feel like a hurricane.

Play Ball

Diversions
We are going back to the Admiral Bill McRaven well this week, as we look for some
inspiration to get us through this tough time. By way of background, McRaven has been a
Navy SEAL for most of his life and was in command when special forces took down Bin
Laden. Following his days in service, he became chancellor of his alma mater, the University
of Texas. When he was still in uniform, he gave the graduating class of 2014 their
commencement speech.

Hook em’ Horns

To say it went viral was an understatement. It currently has over 10 million views on
YouTube and was adapted to print, where it became a New York Times bestseller, the title
of which is Make Your Bed. Here are the ideas and themes he articulates as written by Bill
Murphy for Inc. magazine
1. If you want to be successful in life, start by making your bed every day.
McRaven talks about how in the grueling six-month Navy SEAL training, he made his
thin bed according to his instructors' meticulous standards, and how the habit
sustained him for four decades. He also talks about seeing Saddam Hussein after
he'd been captured by American forces in Iraq in 2003--and noticing that he never
bothered to make the Army cot in his cell. “Sometimes the simple act of making your
bed can give the lift you need to start your day and provide you the satisfaction to
end it right," McRaven says.
2. You can't go it alone.
Every leadership book out there includes this advice, but McRaven has some of the
best anecdotes supporting it. He talks about SEAL training again, focusing on how
small teams of wanna-be SEALs were required to work together and haul a heavy
rubber boat with them wherever they went. But years after training, when McRaven
was a high-ranking commander and was badly injured in a parachuting accident, he
learned what this really meant, crediting all of the people who forced him to believe
in himself, to recover, and to save his own career--starting with his wife and

including the friends who visited him and the senior admiral who helped him
navigate the Navy bureaucracy. "You cannot paddle alone. Find someone to share
your life with. Make as many friends as possible, and never forget that your success
depends on others," McRaven writes.
3. Only the size of your heart matters.
I'm barely 5-foot-7, so I love this advice: It's more about the size of the fight in the
dog than the size of the dog in the fight. In his speech at Texas, McRaven talked
about his respect for a very tough crew of SEAL trainees, the tallest of whom was
only 5-foot-5. In Make Your Bed, he talks about meeting one of the most decorated
SEALs from Vietnam--a diminutive man who was a Medal of Honor recipient and
who had gone behind enemy lines many times to save downed airmen. Before
McRaven knew the man, he'd dismissed him in his mind because of his small size.
That, he says, was a mistake: "It's not the size of your flippers that count, just the
size of your heart."
4. Life's not fair. Drive on!
Often, during SEAL training in San Diego, McRaven writes, the instructors would
punish students for small infractions, or even no infraction, by requiring them to run
fully clothed into the Pacific Ocean, then roll around in the sand until they looked
like a "sugar cookie." As a result, they'd face a very uncomfortable day, cold, wet,
and sandy. "Do you have any idea why you are a sugar cookie this morning?" an
instructor who'd punished McRaven asked him once. "Because...life isn't fair, and the
sooner you learn that, the better off you will be." As McRaven writes, sometimes life
just sucks through no fault of your own. The most successful among us accept it-and drive forward anyway.
5. Failure can make you stronger.
This is another one of those pieces of advice that you hear from many leadership
experts, but it just has a little more oomph coming from McRaven.
He talks about how failure literally made him stronger during SEAL training, when,
as a result of coming in last on a distance swim exercise, he and another SEAL were
punished with an extra two hours of physical training each day.
The punishment was known as the "circus," and it was no fun. But a funny thing
happened, McRaven writes: While the circus could have broken them, it made him

and his fellow SEAL trainee stronger. Eventually, they were the best swimmers in
their class.
6. You must dare greatly.
SEAL training included a daunting obstacle course, and McRaven talks about how he
had to be willing to dive down a 200-foot "slide for life" headfirst to have any chance
of finishing it in time. It was risky, and scary--but effective. He also talks about one
instance in which this same willingness to dare greatly led him to authorize an
incredibly risky helicopter rescue of prisoners in Iraq. The mission was successful-but being willing to take risks means knowing you'll likely fail at least sometimes.
"Life is a struggle and the potential for failure is ever present," McRaven writes, "but
those who live in fear of failure, or hardship, or embarrassment, will never achieve
their potential. Without pushing your limits, without occasionally sliding down the
rope headfirst, without daring greatly, you will never know what is truly possible in
your life."
7. Stand up to the bullies.
McRaven talks about being scared of sharks during SEAL training--quite
understandably, since the waters off San Diego, where they swam for hours each
day, were full of them. Facing the sharks was just one price of becoming a SEAL.
He also talks about another experience later in his career, again after the United
States had captured Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Even as a deposed despot and
prisoner, Hussein managed to intimidate the Iraqi leaders who came to see him. So,
McRaven ordered him isolated and humbled, so that when the Iraqi leaders met him
again, they wouldn't be afraid. "In life, to achieve your goals, to compete the night
swim, you will have to be men and women of great courage. That courage is within
all of us. Dig deep, and you will find it in abundance," McRaven writes.
8. Rise to the occasion.
Among other missions, Navy SEALs conduct underwater attacks against enemy
ships. That requires swimming several miles underwater, "using nothing but a
depth gauge and a compass to get to their target," McRaven writes. It's scary as heck.
But the true moments of rising to the occasion, McRaven writes, came later--when
he was commanding soldiers and SEALs and had to watch men react to the deaths of
some of their comrades in arms. "At some point, we will all confront a dark moment
in life. If not the passing of a loved one, then something else that crushes your spirit

and leaves you wondering about your future. In that dark moment, reach deep
inside yourself and be your very best," McRaven writes.
9. Give people hope.
McRaven talks about a SEAL training exercise in the freezing mud that pushed him
and his classmates to the limits. Their instructors promised that if five students
would quit, the rest of their class would be allowed to sit by a fire and warm up.
Instead of quitting, he said, the students started singing, and thus inspiring each
other to endure. Many years later, McRaven recounts losing soldiers in combat--and
seeing the example of a Marine general named John Kelly as he met with families of
the fallen. The general's rapport with families came from his own tragedy, as his son
had been killed in Afghanistan. "Without ever knowing it, John Kelly gave all those
around him hope," McRaven writes. "Hope that in the very worst of times we could
rise above the pain, the disappointment, the agony, and be strong.... Hope is the most
powerful force in the universe."
10.

Never, ever quit!

Students in SEAL training can quit at any time--in McRaven's class, 150 students
began with him, and only 33 graduated. Symbolically, students who quit are
required to go to the center of the training compound and ring a brass bell three
times.
On the first day of training, an instructor told McRaven and his classmates that his
goal was to push them to ring that bell, but also told them: "If you quit, you will
regret it for the rest of your life. Quitting never makes anything easier." McRaven
focuses on one time in particular when that lesson really became clear to him, when
a 19-year-old Army Ranger under his command was wounded in combat and lost
both of his legs. A year later, the soldier was still on active duty, never quitting, his
prosthetic legs hidden by his uniform trousers. "Life is full of difficult times,"
McRaven writes. "But someone out there always has it worse than you do.... Never,
ever, ring the bell!"
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